1736 Family Crisis Center’s
SPA 8 CES Crisis/Bridge Housing Program
October 2016

Serving TAY without children and single adults who are homeless and either victims of domestic violence and/or human trafficking.

Two available, confidentially located shelters in SPA 8. Program is site-based, congregate living involving mixed populations, families and singles.

Anticipated availability of 70 beds over the course of a year designated for CES placements.

Eligibility Criteria:

- Victim of abuse and/or trafficking whose current endangerment requires the confidentiality and protection of a specialized crisis housing program
- Based on victim self-report of abuse and endangerment; no requirement for third party documentation of abuse or exploitation (e.g. a police report)
- Safety radius: crisis housing bed is located within a safe geographic area away from the batterer and/or pimp
- TAY is age 18+
- Individual does not present safety concerns for current shelter clients.
- LGBTQ+ welcome.
- NOTE: VI-SPADT score (1, 2 or 3) is not an eligibility consideration per se provided that other criteria are met.

Referral Procedures:

- Call South Bay hotlines: 562-388-7652 or 310-370-5902
- Program screening conducted over the phone with prospective client as opposed to only with a referring case manager or outreach worker.
- Appointment scheduled for on-site intake and same day admission to program

Additional CES Components available:

- Housing navigation
- Rapid re-housing (includes CES/LAHSA and non-CES funded rental assistance resources)